4 PERSON SCRAMBLE

RESULTS

FIRST FLIGHT

1ST  NICK DRISCOLL  55  $480/TEAM
     LAURA PETERS
     RYAN BORTNEM
     LUKE FREDERICK

2ND  RICK FREEMARK  58  $173/TEAM
     DEAN MUNCE
     CASEY JOST
     DAN PARDY
     MARK MEILE  58  $173/TEAM
     RICH REUWSEAAT
     JOHN FREDERICK
     THOMAS WICKEY
     CORY KNUDTSON  58  $173/TEAM
     RYAN KUZMAN
     STEVE HEIRIGS
     BRIAN MITCHELL

ALL PRIZE MONEY WILL BE PUT ON YOUR ACCOUNT
4 PERSON SCRAMBLE

RESULTS

SECOND FLIGHT

1\textsuperscript{ST} GREG FROM 63 $400/TEAM
RYAN SCHLIEMAN
BLAYNE JOHNSON
NATE PERRION

STEVE BREUER 63 $400/TEAM
MIKE ALBERTUS
NATHAN KRAFT
SCOT PFIEFER

3\textsuperscript{RD} KEN WARNE 64 $100/TEAM
MIKE LIESINGER
STEVE BAKER
JEFF BERG

AUSTIN KOLAR 64 $100/TEAM
BRADY KOLAR
ADAM COOPER
KEITH SANDVALL

ALL PRIZE MONEY WILL BE PUT ON YOUR ACCOUNT